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October 4, 2011 

 

Comment:   
Dr. Dave welcome to the blog chat room   

  

Comment:  
Here with my hot fudge ice cream sundae!!   

  

Comment:   
Everyone but the RTH!!! lol   

  

Comment:  
Welcome aboard Dr. Dave are you sure you are ready to deal with us? lol   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Hey everyone! I think we're ready to go for the next hour or so. My name is Dave McRuer and 

I'm the Director of Veterinary Services at the Wildlife Center of Virginia. I'm also a very 

slow and awful typist so please bear with me!  

  

Comment:  
Welcome Dr. Dave so glad to have you with us finally   

  

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dave! Welcome!!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
There have been a number of questions already submitted so I'll be posting some pre-prepared 

comments but also accepting live ones  

  

  

Comment: What sparked your interest in being a wildlife veterinarian?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Before going down road of veterinary medicine, I had completed an undergraduate degree in 

biology (Mount Allison University in Sackville, New Brunswick Canada) and a Masters 

degree in Ecology from Carleton University (Ottawa, ON). I’ve always been fascinated 

with the environment and natural history and so wandered down the natural sciences road 

for a while. Along the way I met a lot of wonderful people who had been doing field 

work for a great many years. One of their biggest challenges was finding year-round 

work as many of the jobs these days are contract positions. After debating the pros and 

cons of this path, I decided to combine my interests in ecology (wildlife) with vet 

medicine to add some stability to my long term career. So far…..the plan has worked!   

  

Critter Cam Chat: 

Special Guest Dr. Dave 
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Comment: What has been your most rewarding experience since being at the Center?  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Working with me!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Oh there have been so many. Honestly one of the most rewarding aspects of the job is the 

wonderful people that I work with and all the great students that I get to interact with as 

they visit the Center for training. It is always a personal thrill to see students go on to do 

great things. Since I’ve been at the WCV, I’ve had vet interns and fellows achieve great 

success in obtaining zoo residencies, pathology residences, and PhD’s. While all of these 

great people achieved these accomplishments on their own merit, it’s nice to know that 

we played a role   

  

Comment:  
LOL Amanda!! ;)   

  

Comment:  
Is that a woodpecker Dr. Dave   

  

Comment:  
What's your avatar?   

  

Comment:  
Who is your avatar? And welcome!   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave you must tell us about your avatar before you start!   

  

Comment:   
Love the Red Bellied Woodpecker by the way   

  

Dr. Dave:   
   My avatar is a red-bellied woodpecker. This patient came in last year and was so     

gorgeous that I had to take a photo. I like the woodpeckers!   

  

 

Comment:  
Dr Dave - have you had any special "training" to know how to design the different enclosures at 

the center?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Ummmmm……no. My father, while a marine biologist by training, was a fantastic carpenter and 

designer and I grew up helping him renovate a 200 year old farm house. I may have 

picked up a few things. Also, I have to admit that I am an incredible thief! I have the 

opportunity in my job to visit various wildlife rehab centers across the country. In these 
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visits, I’m constantly taking pictures new innovative designs and enclosures. I often have 

to customize the designs for our situation but I’m so grateful that others are willing to 

share their great ideas.   

  

Comment:   
A question for Dr. Dave Q&A: Hi Dr. Dave you seem to do a great amount of work in and 

around WCV, for which we are all grateful. I was wondering Sir, what brought you to 

choose to become a vet for wildlife, and what is the most difficult challenge you tend to 

face as a result?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
See earlier answer from motivation to become a wildlife vet. As far as the most difficult 

challenge, I’d have to say that it’s the diversity and complexity of the patients with which 

I work. Human physicians only have to deal with one species. Large and small animal 

veterinarians only have to works with a few species. Wildlife and zoo vets have to deal 

with hundreds of species and many of them have different physiologies, drug doses and 

interactions, willingness to tolerate captivity, etc. In addition, there is little known about 

wildlife (medicine and surgery) compared to more studied species of domestic animals. 

You never know when you’re going to encounter something new!   

  

Comment:  
Question for Dr. Dave: I looked back at the story of "Frankenturtle", can you compare the 

injuries between him and the new box turtle? and was "frankenturtle" successfully 

released? also, was Dr. Adam's experience with reptiles, especially turtles, a major factor 

in the decision to try to save this turtle?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Great question. Frankenturtle had many….many fractures on the carapace (top shell) and 

plastron (bottom shell) but all of the pieces were still there. The new turtle that you are 

referring to actually was missing about 15-20% of the carapace and so there was nothing 

to puzzle-piece back together with bars. In this case, we’re keeping the wound clean and 

letting new shell form over the shell membrane. Our fingers are crossed for this guy as 

turtles heal slowing. Dr. Naylors interest in turtles is certainly as asset on this case but we 

would still have been giving the little guy a chance if he hadn’t been here. Our rule is that 

if the membrane around the lung isn’t ruptured, and they still have more than 60% of 

their shell, then we try to treat   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Frankenturtle: http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2010/10/franken-turtle/  

“new” box turtle: http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/wcv-vets-monitor-box-turtle-shell-

regeneration/   

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dave - What brought you to WCV?  

  

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2010/10/franken-turtle/
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/wcv-vets-monitor-box-turtle-shell-regeneration/
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/wcv-vets-monitor-box-turtle-shell-regeneration/
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Dr. Dave:   
After I finished an internship at the Western College of Veterinary Medicine in Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan, I was looking for a position where I could combine my interest in wildlife 

and the interaction they have with humans. The WCV was offering a residency program 

in Preventative Medicine – a discipline that focuses on epidemiology, toxicology, food 

safety, infectious disease, and public health. This seemed to be a perfect fit so I applied 

and was accepted into the program   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave - Since you are from Canada, how did you hear about WCV?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
When I was in my first year at the Atlantic Veterinary College, I attended a weekend short 

course in wildlife medicine run by the National Wildlife Rehabilitation Associations vet 

committee. One of the lecturers was Dr. Stewart Porter, one of the co-founders of the 

WCV and the first veterinarian here. Dr. Porter told me about the WCV and I attended a 

3 week externship when I was in my 4rth year   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

I knew him back then!   

  

Ed Clark, WCV:   

Dear Dr. Dave: Did you do something really special to end up being so fortunate to have the 

best boss in the whole world at WCV, or were you just really, really lucky?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Ha!   

  

Comment:   
Everybody is a comedian!   

  

Comment:  
LOL Ed!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
How do I answer that and still get a pay check? :)  

  

Comment:  
Knew he was lurking he had to be lol   

  

Comment:  
Ed - I knew you were lurking!!!!   

  

Comment:  
**Dr. Dave - do you have a favorite patient at WCV at this time or in recent months?  
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Ed Clark, WCV:   

When the cat's away....he's not really away!  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Favorite patient right now: We have a pied-billed grebe currently at the center and that is likely 

my favorite right now. In my undergraduate days I worked the Department of Natural 

Resources and the Canadian Wildlife Service in New Brunswick, Canada and I got to do 

a lot of dawn and dusk surveys for marsh birds (grebes, ducks, wading birds, loons, etc). I 

have to say there is a special spot in my heart for these guys.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/pied-billed-grebe/   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave--Are you interested in large wild animal vet. science or small wild things?---are they 

the same satisfaction level?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Hmmm….Good question. My passion has always been for birds so I’d have to say that this is 

what drives me. That said, it was a flip of the coin that brought me into wildlife medicine 

because in addition to my long standing interest in wildlife, I grew up around dairy cows 

and have a HUGE respect for farmers. During my 4rth year at vet school, I spent an equal 

amount of time learning about wildlife and the dairy industry. I think it was my passion 

for wildlife that tipped the balance.   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, What about your vet work interests you the least?  

 

Dr. Dave:   
Paperwork. That’s easy!   

  

Comment:   
Dr. Dave what was your most challenging patient?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Oh there have been many. For the really challenging cases, we often lean on our network of 

other professionals to assist us in determining the diagnosis. I can recall taking a young 

bald eagle to VATECH a few years ago to an ultrasound guided muscle biopsy to 

determine a left leg lameness. When the results didn’t give us an answer, we utilized the 

MRI at the Augusta Medical Hospital to find out that several muscle bundles within the 

leg were abnormal. A necropsy revealed a tumor that had taken over the muscles and 

would have lead to eventual starvation in the wild. It was a great case and truly odd in 

such a young animal.   

 

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/pied-billed-grebe/
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Comment:   
Dr. Dave, Being an accomplished veterinarian such as you are, how do you know so much about 

designing an enclosure? Buddy's Palace is amazing. As are the plans for new flight pen?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
See previous answer….I steal great ideas and work with creative people!   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave- what are the chances of Junior getting a larger enclosure? Maybe take the wall down 

between where he is and Buddy's old enclosure?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
I’m not sure if this is in the plans for the immediate future. Junior is getting to be an older bird 

and we routinely give him glucosamine and other joint protecting supplements for a 

slight wing droop that he is developing. A larger enclosure could exacerbate this droop. 

This said, we do occasionally take junior to some of our larger eagle flight pens when 

they’re open to give him some quality flight time. He does enjoy the trips!   

  

Comment:  
**Dr Dave - How soon do you expect the other pen to be completed and ready for occupants? 

Have you seen Buddy much in his new palace?  

  

Dr. Dave:   
We’re expecting that the new raptor flight pen will be finished in the next 2 weeks. At that time, 

it will be ready for patients. I can’t wait!  

I have been watching Buddy quite a bit in the new pen. He is thoroughly enjoying it; flying from 

perch to perch, bathing in the water tub; enjoying the height of the high perch as he has 

an eagle eye view over other surrounding enclosures. It will be great when we are able to 

get a camera in the pen so everyone can see.  

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave - how did you place the wood over the camera so it didn't become a new perching place 

for this awesome hawk? I thought that if you made a shelf, it would become the new fav 

perch, and was glad you took that into consideration (obviously). Once again, giving 

great attention to your viewers :)  

  

Dr. Dave:   
Good question. I simply put the board at a steep angle over the camera. The end of the board sits 

just over the top edge off the camera and slants back and upwards (2 foot board) so there 

is nothing for the bird to actually sit on. Make sense?   

  

Comment:   
Dr. Dave: biology question: We've been taught that eagles have oil glands at the base of their 

tails that they use to distribute water-proofing oil all over their feathers. We have seen 
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this RTHA preen. Is s/he waterproofing, or just getting its feathers in order? What other 

protection does the RTWA need in a rain storm?  

 

Dr. Dave:   
Great question. While most birds have oil glands (uropygial glands) at the base of the tail, their 

role in waterproofing has been generally exaggerated. While the oil from this gland likely 

helps to condition the feathers to make them subtle and does contain some antimicrobial 

components that aid in ridding the feathers of destructive bacteria, the oil does not keep 

the feathers “waterproofed” This function is completed by the tight overlapping layers of 

the feathers on the birds body. Each feather has tiny barbs that act like Velcro in order to 

hold the feather in place. This tight bond is able to keep water out and a layer of warm air 

next to the skin. The preening you are observing the bird perform helps to flex and work 

the feathers and place them in the correct order in order to keep water out.   

 

Comment:  
For Dr. Dave: Recently there was a pix of one of the Decorah eagles (who has a transmitter on 

her) posted on their website. The text underneath noted that this Eagle was " healthy, 

looking great and that she was also working on putting away her crop of food." What 

does that phrase mean? Do eagles transfer their foodstuffs from their crops directly into 

their bloodstream or to their stomachs? Does active digestion take place in a crop or is it 

simply a holding pocket that allows them to store any extra meals they may find in the 

course of hunting? Thank you for your answers.  

  

Dr. Dave:   
In raptors, the crop is used to store food until it can be digested. The crop is a dilation of the 

esophagus and is located at the base of the throat area. You may have seen raptors flying 

with a really thick neck. These birds have just eaten and are waiting to digest the meal. 

After the crop the food goes into one of two sections of the stomach...the proventriculus 

where the gastric juices are added, and the ventriculus where the mechanical action 

occurs to break down the food. This last part is called the gizzard in grain-eating birds 

like chickens. In raptors, the ventriculus is fairly small and also is used to chemically 

break down the food.   

  

Dr. Dave:   
There have been a number of questions about the orange-coloured feet on the female eagle 

currently hanging at the NBG's. I suspect that this is due to a diet rich in beta carotenes. 

When raptors come into captivity and are fed a diet low in beta carotenes, the beak and 

feet often dull in colour.  

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave. Do you miss Canada, do you get home often?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Yes...I miss the motherland but we've made a lot of wonderful friends here in Virginia. I do have 

to go home on a regular basis for visa reasons and for a healthy dose of my mother’s 

lemon meringue pie :)  
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Comment:  
Dr. Dave - what are the thoughts about when this BWH will be ready for release? Might he be 

released with the wing still drooping if he is flying well? (Might it heal "droopy" but still 

work?)   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, Do have any idea when the RTH will be released or what his progress has been up till 

now?   

  

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dave, How is the RTH doing? Are you seeing what you expect to see when it is flying 

considering the injury it sustained? It sure is a Beautiful Hawk!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
The red-tail on camera right now does have a slight wing-droop but is flying REALLY well. I 

was so impressed with the video someone posted of the bird flying between the trees! 

We're still monitoring the bird but is flying back and forth on its own on a more frequent 

basis. If the droop doesn't get any worse and the bird continues to fly well, we will 

certainly release him with a slight droop.   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, Are you able to use any of the observations that EN/CN give you from the cams to 

help in treating a patient?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Absolutely! In fact at some point in the future, I intend to enlist y'all ( l learned to say that in the 

South) in a citizen science project. I'm interested in learning about how different species 

utilize the pens when we're not around. If possible, I would love to see the day when I 

don't need to spend staff hours exercising birds when they're doing it themselves. Better 

for the staff, better for the birds.   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, What was your reaction when you heard that the "Norfolk 3", and their entourage was 

coming your way at WCV??!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Here we go again.   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, What would the female have been eating that would be rich in beta carotines?   

  

Dr. Dave:  
Sorry, computer glitch. The question was would the new females diet, being rich in beta 

carotenes, give you some clue as to where she may have originated from? Thank you for 

taking time to answer our questions.   
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Comment:   
Dr. Dave - isn't beta carotene what gives flamingoes their pink colour from the shrimps they eat? 

So what has this eagle been eating ? shrimps or carrots?   

  

Comment:  
What would an eagle eat that is rich in beta carotenes?   

  

Comment:  
Would the beta carotene be from Goldfish? Certainly not carrots, right? LOL   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Hmmm.....I really don't know what foods are rich in beta carotenes. I know that in captivity, 

feeding raptors day-old chicks really helps because the yolk sack is still attached. Salmon 

certainly has loads so maybe other seafood in the are do as well?   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, how do you determine the level of pain medication to administer? Is it by weight?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Weight is certainly part of it. In order to calculate the volume of drug we're administering, we 

multiply the birds weight by the dose and then divide by the concentration of the drug. I 

bet you didn't think you were signing on for a math lesson. The dose is determined by the 

vet and there is usually a range. Often times we have to make an educated guess on how 

much pain the animal is is. A skin scratch is not as painful as a fractured wing so the dose 

would be lower in teh former and higher in the later. Depending on the drug the dose 

cannot be too low or it won't work, or too high otherwise we'll see complications.   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, our 19 special needs kids would also like to know what was your most notable 

memorable operating room experience when treating a raptor. Thanks again!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Sure! We had a red-tailed hawk at the center a few years ago that was convinced that a piece of 

rope was a snake. Snakes are tasty and good to eat if you are a red-tail so therefore the 

rope was an easy meal. When we found the bird, it had swallowed about 18 inches of 

rope and could not move. After cutting the rope, we brought the bird to surgery where we 

had to lubricate the throat and stomach and VERY gently remove the rope. The hawk did 

great!   

  

Comment:   
Dr. Dave, I have learned from you that Canadian Geese are actually called Canada Geese. I have 

been saying Canadian forever!! lol :)   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

I still like to say "Canadian Geese" when Dr. Dave is around ... just to push his buttons.   

  

Dr. Dave:   
She pushes my buttons  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

That's why I'm his favorite.   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Favorite something....  

  

Comment from Randy @ Wildlife Center:  

Cut it out, you two!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

I'm Randy's favorite too!   

  

Comment:   
Dr. Dave, What's the most unusual animal and the most difficult animal you've treated?   

  

Comment:  
Amanda would be the most difficult   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

Hey!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Unusual: we sometimes see some pretty rare species here that people don't often get to see in teh 

wild because they are so secretive. The least bitten we had at the center recently was one 

of those cases.  

Difficult: Most animals come with their own difficulties that we need to be aware of when 

rehabilitating. Chimney swifts are very easily stressed, bears require special facilities so 

they can heal and not damage themselves at the same time; loons and many wading birds 

are prone to fungal infections of the lungs. We are always learning when new patients 

come through the door!   

  

Comment:   
Dr. Dave, what can you tell us about plans for construction of new pens at the Center?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
I sure can! We are currently finishing our new raptor flight pen that will be more like a raptor 

palace when its done. The work is being done by Kjellstrom and Lee Construction and 

they are doing an AMAZING job. A huge shout out to that company because they're 

doing everything for us at cost. PLEASE PLEASRE PLEASE send them a note of 

appreciation for all they've done. They really have gone beyond our expectations.  
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In the future, we plan to build a number of new pens. Next on the list is a dedicated waterfowl 

facility that will also have space for aquatic turtles. After that we'd like to renovate our 

Aviary, build another small mammals complex, a dedicated enclosure for our education 

opossums, and an isolation building for infectious patients. Down the road, we'll also be 

trying to raise money for a black bear enclosure that will allow us to raise bear cubs in a 

natural setting   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

http://www.kjellstromandlee.com/pages/view/31/ The branch that is working with us is the 

Staunton Branch:  

  

Staunton, VA office  

2815-A N. Augusta Street  

Staunton, VA 24401  

540.885-9980 (P)  

540.885.9983 (F)  

  

And if you're sending a thanks, make sure you tell them what a great job Aric is doing!   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave - do you have any domestic pets? If so - what are they?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Yeppers. A black lab named Millie; two cats...Calvin and Sylvia; and my wife has two 

horses...Wiseman and Calypso   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave Sir, what a surprise to see you live I thought with my Ethics classes today I would have 

missed your chat debut! I've been wondering you seem to have a job in which you utilize 

different skill sets all day long. Which of your job tasks are something you had natural 

skill at, and which have you developed over time?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Hmmmmm......that's a great...but HARD question. Who's screening these things. Since I seem to 

be into shout outs, I have to send one to the 4-H organization. I was a member early in 

life for 7 years and I credit any public speaking skills I've learned to them. It's a great 

organization and certainly recommend it to kids! I've also had the privilege of having 

great mentors in life who have taught me about natural history, conservation, the value of 

friends and family, and other foundations that I use in my daily life.  

In terms of learned skills on the job, I'd have to say that people management has been an on-

going learning issue. I've learned a ton while at the center (again through great mentors) 

but know that it will be an on-going opportunity to learn more.   

  

  

  

 

http://www.kjellstromandlee.com/pages/view/31
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

I do think we're going to have to wrap things up as we come to the end of Dr. Dave hour ... so 

one more question. Well, maybe one more real question and then one more little 

question. :)   

  

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dave! If there is one thing that you could "teach" or tell humans about wildlife, what 

would it be?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Hmmm....enjoy it. I think many people like to think of wildlife as something to watch on tv or on 

the computer. While this is a wonderful opportunity to learn, I think that people need to 

remember to actually go outside and look at it in "real life". Some of the best times I've 

had have been mucking around in ponds or lifting logs to see what was underneath. These 

things really tie you into the reality that YOU are a part of nature as well and there is an 

interaction between humans and wildlife. Go out and play. Enjoy and learn. Then go on 

to teach others.   

  

Comment:  
Okay the one little question - Dr. Dave can you please tell us when your birthday is :)!!   

  

Comment:  
You just have to LOVE this place!! So enough of the real questions ... when IS YOUR 

BIRTHDAY !!! lol   

  

Comment:  
Good afternoon Dr. Dave. I'd like to know when is your birthday?   

  

Comment:  
Birthday please, FB is posted your birthday for Oct.14 true??? We just want to show how much 

we care.   

  

Comment:  
So you like lemon meringue pie? Would you be so kind as to tell us when your b-day is...Oct ??   

  

Comment:  
Oh, oh...prepare the people there for an influx of lemon pies, Dr. Dave!!   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Sigh........yes...my birthday is on October 14th.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   

And this concludes Dr. Dave hour ... but no worries, we'll have him back again sometime!!   
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Comment:  
Just be glad no one out there make grebe slippers...   

  

Comment:   
He caved in so easily!!!   

  

Comment:  
Q1: Do they make red bellied woodpecker slippers? Q2: What is Dr. Dave's shoe size?   

  

Dr. Dave:   
Ok folks.....my time is up, Dr. Adam is in surgery...and a new bald eagle just entered the lobby. 

Thanks for the great questions but it’s time for me to go see a patient!   

  

Comment:  
Thank you Dr. Dave, it was enlightening   

  

Comment:  
Thanks Dr. Dave!   

  

Comment:  
Thank you Dr. Dave. It was very interesting, as usual.   

  

Comment:  
Thanks so much, Dr. Dave for your time and wealth of information!!!   

  

Comment:  
Thanks Dr. Dave and Amanda!   

  

Comment:  
Thank you Sir Dr. Dave for spending time with us and answering our questions :)   

  

Comment:  
Come back soon Dr. Dave.  

  

Comment:  
Thanks for your time, Dr. Dave! I know Amanda is your favorite, but don't forget to vote for Ed 

if you haven't already today. :)   

  

Comment:  
Thanks for being here Dr. Dave and everyone else, I can't remember when I have had so much 

fun getting an education   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave thank you for taking to time to spend with us. It made the afternoon go faster. Now I 

must get back to work. Thank you for all you do. Also Thank you Amanda and Mr. Clark 

Have a great day   
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Comment:  
WOW, what great questions today!!! Thanks Dr. Dave....   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave, Thanks so much for doing this. Please come back and teach us more. It's been great!   

  

Comment:  
Thanks for joining us Dr. Dave. It's not only been educational, but entertaining as well.   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave are you having fun yet :)   

  

Comment:   
Morning Dr. Dave or i should say afternoon where you are; i have no questions by have been 

reading all the ones that you are answering. So great to have you with us.   

  

Comment:  
Yippeeee Dr. Dave -Sent a comment earlier about you being Canadian & all. Sooo excited to 

hear you went to MT.A in Sackville. 10 minutes from me. Wow !!! Lots of buildings 

there. I go to Sackville & drive by MT. A about 3 times a week. Happy to know you were 

there. What year/years were you there? I live in the village of Dorchester. Now you know 

where I am. WOW   

  

Comment:   
So it truly is being in a position to teach others the profession that is most rewarding to you. My 

daughter was fascinated by what you had to say the day we were at WCV for Buddy Day. 

   

Comment:   
Dr. Dave - Thank you for taking time from your busy schedule to answer our questions today.   

  

Comment:  
Hope that it is not too late to post something for Dr. Dave. I just want to Thank you for your 

obvious love of nature and the creativity that love shows in the designs of the new 

enclosures Buddy's home is simply phenomenal and he will truly love being there for 

many many years to come, and the photos and drawings of the new eagle enclosure show 

such a depth of understanding of the needs of both the eagle and the staff that is caring 

for them. Thank you so very very much. And while I am at it Thank you for the special 

pictures you take and share with us all   

  

Comment:  
Thank you for sharing this time with us   

  

Comment:  
Thanks for your time Dr. Dave!!!   
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Comment:   
Good day Dr. Dave. Thanks for all the info this afternoon. Have a wonderful evening.   

  

Comment:   
Thanks so much Dr. Dave for all you do!   

  

Comment:  
Thank you Dr. Dave you will be over whelmed with pies now and lots and lots of love   

  

 Comment:  
Thank you Dr. Dave I have a lot of Goggling to do.   

  

Comment:  
Thank you Dr. Dave and good luck with the new patients!   

  

Comment:   
Thank you for your visit please come back again soon.   

  

Comment:   
Thank you for such a great session! Love having you here. Can't wait to hear about the new eagle 

patient!   

  

Comment:  
Thanks and thanks on behalf of all the creatures you help   

  

 Comment:  
Dave has a BEAUTIFUL avatar! woah! Such a colorful bird   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave. Thank you so much!!   

  

Comment:  
Thanks so much Dr. Dave for taking the time to talk with us. Now go fix that new eagle!   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Dave and all of WVC, Yes the outdoors is amazing, however for the less abled, this has been 

a great place to learn and watch and enjoy, So Thank you very much   

  

 

  


